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GAMES GALORE: 0-12 MONTHS
What’s cuter than stuff for a little baby
– and his or her parents? Cause we all know
we buy some of these toys so we can use
them ourselves!
Jodie Maoz

From Candide Baby
Luxury Baby Wrap

With no zippers or
snaps, this soft and comfortable wrap is available in padded jersey
material for cool winter
nights or lightweight
cotton for those hot summer nights. The Luxury Baby Wrap is recommended for ages 0-3 months and comes
in white, hazel or grey. Available at Babies
‘R’ Us stores and online.

From Yookidoo
www.yookidoo.com
Lights ‘N’ Music
Fun Ball

Your child will delight at this motion-activated, soft play ball. Rolling or shaking
activates lights and fun music, teaching
cause and effect. Babies are encouraged to
roll the ball and crawl after it, stimulating
movement. It’s light and easy to grasp and
available at Babies ‘R’ Us.

Gymotion Activity Playland

This baby gym and playmat features
a fantasy theme and its patented musical
motorized baby mobile-in-motion, which
moves from side to side, will captivate
your baby in all three developmental stages. When your baby lies on her back, the
mobile-in-motion track is placed above her,
traveling
and rotating along the track
and across the baby’s
field of vision. During
tummy time, re-position the track to
the mat directly
in your baby’s vision.

From Lassig
www.habausa.com
Lela Plush Deer (6”)

Lela the soft and cuddly fawn with large doe
eyes and friendly grin
is sure to become your
little one’s new best bud.
Whether you’ve got a
newborn who is just discovering his or
her world, an inquisitive toddler or an older
child, this plush deer is the perfect friend.

From Prince Lionheart
yoMOTO

The coolest ride-on toy
for toddlers,
it teaches balance and coordination. Big button wheels realign and allow for going over obstacles for maximum
stability and mobility. Provides exercise
both indoors and outdoors.

bebePODS CHUBS Plus

It’s ergonomic design provides optimal
support in helping baby learn to sit. The
perfect blend – rigid base for safety, soft
seat for comfort. Its dual strap system
securely attaches to both baby and chair
and the high back helps promote proper
posture. Pommel helps
keep baby snugly in
place while extra
wide leg openings
are designed for
comfort. Includes: placemat, adjustable
tray and toy.

Claessens’ Kids
www.claessens-kids-usa.com
2-in-1 Carrier-Diaper
Bag

This bag’s clever and
unique design allows
parents to carry their
child on the “saddle” of
the bag while carrying
essential items inside it.
The bag straps can handle a total weight of 33
pounds. It has an adjustable shoulder strap with a comfort zone to
make carrying it comfortable for the parent. It can be used as soon as the child can
sit by him/herself. Multiple interior and
exterior pockets. Changing pad included.

From babybum
www.babybumproducts.com
babybum Brush, diaper ointment
applicator

Keep your finger nails
diaper cream free and apply
ointment thicker and faster with the incredibly soft
pure silicone babybum bush.
With an ergonomic handle
and strong suction base,
this patent-pending game
changer for diaper changing
was thoughtfully designed
for little bums.

From Oribel
www.loveoribel.com
Portaplay Convertible Play Set

This set entertains with bounces and delightful learning toys. It also folds flat for maximum portability and
minimum storage space. It also easily converts to a play table. Activity Center – 5 to 12
months. Play Table – Up to 5 years old.

From Lilliputiens
www.habausa.com
Noah’s Ark

This extra soft boat with a huge front
door that transports 12 animals and 2 characters. It
stimulates the imagination, develops
creativity, role
playing and
recognition
of characters, animals
and objects.

Dancing Vicky

Watch silly Vicky the Cow
dance as you pull the last ring.

Romeo The
Well Fed Toad

Romeo is a handsome
and funny toad that is made
of a variety of materials; his
feet rattle, tinkle and croak.
In this greedy toad’s enormous mouth, there are fish,
a crab, an octopus and a fly
to be discovered and
four rattles offering
a wealth of sounds
and textures.

From Uncle Goose
www.unclegoose.com
Hebrew Blocks
28 Block Pull-Wagon

The Hebrew AlephBet block set offers
a great way to educate your child
on family heritage
as well as learning a language. This set
includes 27 blocks made from sustainable
Michigan basswood and features Hebrew
letters, numerals, and animal
pictures. You can also get
a handy pull wagon – a wonderful
way to store and
play with your
27-block set.

From I See Me!
www.iseeme.com
Personalized Children’s
Books

Kids love
being the stars
of their very
own stories,
so just imagine their delight when they discover
that their new storybook has a very
familiar hero. Personalized storybooks
from I See Me! make children feel special
while encouraging important skills such
as reading, letter recognition, and spelling.
The hero might have the same hair color
and skin tone as your child, or a photograph of your child’s face might be playfully incorporated into the illustrations.
These entertaining books also build
self-esteem by celebrating the uniqueness
of each child.

From Tiny Love
www.tinylove.com
Soothe & Groove
Mobile

This mobile has a
musical library with an
endless choice of melodies. It grows with
your baby, changing
from mobile-crib to stand-alone music box.
Baby-activated button promotes independence and enables exploration; it also has
a calming night light.

From LEGO
www.lego.com
Toddler Build & Play Cubes

These extra-large LEGO DUPLO bricks
are the perfect introduction to creative
building for toddlers. This collection of
17 easy-to-handle bricks
and elements in bright
and vibrant colors include 3 window cubes,
a cute bear and assorted decorated bricks.
The box lid also doubles as a handy
building plate.
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From Manhattan Toy Company
www.manhattantoy.com
Skwish Colorburst

This toy, made
from renewable rubber
wood and finished with
water-based, non-toxic
paint, skwishes and returns to its original shape.

Stack & Pull Train

The train includes three cars piled high
with colorful chunky wooden pieces and
supports the development of fine motor
skills and shape and color recognition.

Whoozit Photo Album

Each page has a 4’’ x 6’’ clear vinyl
pocket for photos, with flaps that inspire
peek-a-boo play. A colorful cover features
the Whoozit
and Tizoo
characters infants love, and
there’s a textured handle
for tactile appeal. Great for
travel!

Whoozit Cosmic Bead Maze

This wooden toy
features 3 colorful
bead runs, rotating gears, a mini
w o o d e n
Whoozit
that glides
on track, fabric cords and a
discovery mirror.

Brilliant Bear Magnetic
Stack-Up

This colorful wooden stacker
includes magnetized connecting discs that allow for easy
stacking. It features a natural colored wooden base,
five wooden stacking discs
of varying colors, and a
bear face-shaped topper.

Whoozit

Bright colors and high-contrast patterns offer visual stimulation;
hidden noise makers, including
rattles, squeakers, and crinkle
paper, perk up little ears; and a
variety of textured fabrics keep
busy hands occupied.

From Lamaze
www.TOMY.com
My First Fishbowl

Soft sea creatures are full of textures and sounds
to explore. This
toy helps baby
develop dexterity and hand-eye
coordination. It is
self-storing, making it easy for onthe-go play.

Squeezy the Donkey

Snuggle Pods
Snuggle Bug

The bug
pod, with its
six ribbon legs
and adorable
antennae,
hides a very
sleepy, 8 inch doll.
Pe r f e c t
as a first baby doll, Snuggle Bug encourages and
develops nurturing skills
in children.

Flip Flap Dragon

Pull the white
clip to make his
vibrant, satin
purple wings
flip and flap back
and forth or explore his
crinkly feet and squeaky
nose. With its soft fabrics in a variety
of contrasting colors and six different
materials, your baby can explore and develop his or her senses. The Lamaze clip
lets you hook Flip Flap
to strollers, carriers
and diaper bags.

Perfect toy for parent and child: just squeeze his tummy to
pop up his adorable ears to say hello. Babies will love his happy
smile and engaging eyes. Squeezy also features “clip clop” and
crinkle hooves to trot and a velvety tail, textured ears, and satin
ribbons for babies to touch and explore.

From HABA
www.habausa.com
Meadow Friends
Activity Spiral

The HABA Play Gym
Meadow Friends fits perfectly around
the handle of infant car seats and provides
excellent entertainment on car trips or can
be used with a playpen or crib. The gym
will keep your little one busy for hours, delighted by the different fabrics,
mirror foil, and other bright,
cheerful elements.

Rainbow Pearls
Pacifier Chain

This colorful and fun chain
attaches to your child’s clothing so he or she won’t lose a
pacifier. It can also be attached
to a favorite toy. It gets its vibrant colors from a water based
non-toxic stain that is safe for
your little one.

Frog Water Play Mat

Pure Nature Pudgie
Puppy Figure

The HABA Pure Nature
Clutching Figure Pudgie Puppy
is made of organic, high-quality cotton from controlled
organic farming. The
inside filling is polyester, which makes
it easily washable and
more hygienic. Perfect
for 6 months and up.

Monster Maz Glove
Puppet

Jazz up your child’s puppet collection with Monster Maz! He
fits like a glove and will come
alive in seconds – just add
your imagination! This
puppet goes perfectly with
the table top or doorway
theater and of course the
rest of the HABA puppet
collection.

Gym Magic Forest

A quality-stitched, friendly
frog contains a mat with fun
shapes that can be filled with
water so they move and float.
The water-filled mat
is coated with a
soft removable fabric
that ensures babies
are comfortable
lying down. Internal water sac
is made of BPA-free,
PVC-free, Phthalate-free PVC.

This toy includes three different clutching toys that dangle above your little one or
can be detached and held: butterfly friend,
crinkly leaf and circular rattle. A soft,
machine washable play mat has different
tactile elements for even more tummy time
entertainment! Flexible,
soft rods attach to
each corner very
easily with velcro, making
set-up and
storage a
breeze.

From Lassig
www.HABAusa.com
Hobo Bag

From EduShape
www.edushape.com
Sensory Balls

A stylish diaper bag made of 100%
polyester and weighing just over 2 lbs,
it has all the space needed to carry a
baby’s essentials without being bulky or
sacrificing style. It features a large main
compartment, which can be accessed from
two different zippers, additional outer
compartments, water-repellent changing mat with built
in internal pocket,
an insulated removable bottle holder,
a zip purse and a
removable compartment for baby jars,
stroller hooks and
cell phone.

The Original Sensory Balls are still of
the highest quality. Fun and therapeutic, they are available in many varieties:
Opaque (solid color), See Me (see through),
Glow in the Dark and Senso-Dot (adds
visual sens o r y d e ve l opment), in
both 7” and 4”
sizes. Comes
fully inflated
and can be
re-inflated via
built-in “basketball pin”
receptacle.

